
SWAN LAKE NATURE
NARRATIVES

Hi Everyone, 

Today was a smokey hazy day at Swan Lake as the smoke

from forest fires in Washington State drifted over Victoria.

As summer draws to an end the plant life in the riparian zone has

reached is zenith. This would be the time when traditional

indigenous people would harvest the treasures of the marshes which

include Cattails shown here.
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Traditional indigenous cultures

from western Europe to

western North America have

used cattails for thousands of

years to make mats and

baskets.

An indigenous educator taught

me how to make little Cattail

duckies to show children how

this material can be utilized.

 First you separate each long

leaf from the stalk.

Cattail Duckies

Next your trim off the little flaps

along each side of the base.

You save these strips because

you will use them later.
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Cattail Duckies

Then you make an overhand

knot near the pointy end that

will become the ducky beak.

When you are happy with the

shape tighten and flatten the

knot

Next measure out how long

you want the neck and then

fold the leaf back across the

neck at an angle that looks

good to you!

Keep folding the cattail leaf

around and around...
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Cattail Duckies

Now you can use those strips

you cut off the leaf in

the beginning.

To tie the ducky body together.

…until you finish

the ducky’s body.
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I was taught that if you make a

wish when you release a Cattail

ducky there’s a good chance it

will come true..

We discussed wishing for

proper funding for 

 environmental education, or

world peace,

Cattail Duckies

Swan Lake Program Naturalist

Erica was pretty happy with her

ducky..

And very soon we were ready to

release our little flock into the

lake.
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...but we settled for wishing

that Swan Lake wildlife be

happy, healthy, and

plentiful!

Cattail Duckies

As our duckies floated out

on the lake it seemed like

our wish was coming true.

First this little guy came

scampering along the

boardwalk.
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It was a Mink that

came right beside

us before it jumped

into the lake.

Cattail Duckies

And finally this slightly

bedraggled male Mallard,

looking a little worse for

wear as all his brilliant

mating feathers had faded,

landed right beside us. Not

happy looking but very

healthy.

Then a River Otter showed up not far

from the duckies.

Thanks Cattail Duckies!
 

Take care, Lenny
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